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Basis Crank pump VA

 

Scope of delivery

1x crank pump: stainless steel
1x self-closing valve
1x connection set
1x particle filter
technical data:
output: 0.5 l /stroke with 1.4 bar
connection to water network: 3/4"
hight of pump: 115 cm
height of outlet: 70 cm

Material Stainless steel

Foundation level -

Minimum space -

Free falling height -

Impact protection net -

Foundations -

Assembly 1 person/1 h

Largest section -

Heaviest section -



PAR4076
AGORA PICNIC WHITE HPL BENCHTABLE
SET
 

 
 

 
INCLUSIVE DESIGN AS STANDARD
AGORA is developed according to the latest inclusive
design principles for outdoor furnishing without
compromising on design qualities. KOMPAN truly believes
in making public spaces more attractive and accessible
for all.

FLEXIBLE DESIGN
AGORA offers a high level of flexibility when it comes to
anchoring, color and material options in order to inspirit
architectural creativity and to fit the site specific
requirements for individual customer projects.

DURABLE DESIGN
AGORA comes in durable and robust design, and is
manufactured in low maintenance materials to ensure
long lasting outdoor solutions with the lowest possible
total cost of ownership.

 Product Line Outdoor Furniture

Category AGORA

Total height (cm)76
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* = Highest designated play surface.
** = Total height of product.

 
 

 
 
Weight/heaviest parts kg.  Installation (Manpower) Persons

Concrete required NaN m3  Installation (Hours) Hours

Foundation amount/footing NaN  Excavation NaN m3
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